ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
China has made a huge progress forward since it opened its door to the outside world in late 1970's and embraced a market-oriented economy after being ruled under the central controlled system for almost 30 years. China's economic growth has a positive impact on China's real estate market. China's real estate market has continued to boom alarmingly. Investors create strong diversification gains in real estate market. In this paper, we seek to examine the relationship between commercial real estate stocks and the general equity market in the tails of their respective return distributions. Hoesli and Reka (2015) conducted an empirical investigation of the channels ISSN(e): 2222 -6737/ISSN(p): 2305 -2147 URL: www.aessweb.com
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underlying the risk of contagion between real estate and stocks in the United States. Leung and Tang (2015) studied the stock market and the real estate market in Hong Kong and found that improve the prediction of the China's real estate asset markets.
Copulas are functions that connect multivariate distribution functions to their marginal distributions of any dimension. They have all the relevant information about the dependence structure among the variables. This allows greater flexibility in modeling the multivariate distributions and their margins. Firstly, because there are more details in the full set of copula specifications than there are in the traditional multivariate setting by itself. Secondly, the underlying methodology allows joint distributions to be derived from their marginal distributions even when the latter are not normal distributions. And finally, it is possible to separate the characteristics of each marginal from the dependence parameter.
In the tests used in this paper, the univariate return series are assumed to be independent and identically distributed. On the other hand, it is well known that financial time series tend to exhibit volatility clustering. This problem can be solved by filtering the data using, for example, with an autoregressive conditional model, i.e., a GARCH/EGARCH process. Poon et al. (2004) observed that the correlations for the returns of equities are just lightly lower if filtered and that external dependence among volatility-filtered residuals is much weaker than for non-filtered residuals.
Thus, we can expect that filtering the series for heteroscedasticity will reduce the tail dependence, such as in Patton (2006b) .
The rest of the paper is comprised as follows. In Section 2 we present a summary of the theory of conditional copulas and their estimation via maximum likelihood also describing the parametric forms used in this work. In Section 3 we describe our empirical methodology. In Section 4 we describe our data, model the indexes margins and fit the parametric copulas along with their dependence parameters. Lastly, some closing comments are presented.
METHODOLOGY
Copula functions permit flexible modeling of the dependence between random variables, by enabling the construction of multivariate densities that are consistent with the univariate marginal densities. This separation enables researchers to construct multivariate distribution functions, starting from given marginal distributions which avoid the common assumption of normality, for either the marginal distributions or their joint distribution function. In this paper, we employ singleparameter conditional copulas to represent the dependence between two index returns, conditional upon the historical information provided by previous pairs of index returns. The parameter of the conditional copula, like the marginal densities of the separate index returns, depends upon the conditioning information. The general theory of copulas is covered in the books by Joe (1997) and Nelsen (2006) . Important conditional theory has been developed and applied to financial market data by Patton (2006b) . Patton (2006a) seems to be the first to extend the theorem of Sklar (1959) 
Estimating Marginal Distributions
The conditional densities of equity index returns are leptokurtic and have variances that are asymmetric functions of previous returns (Nelson, 1991; Engle and Ng, 1993; Glosten et al., 1993) .
We study several models for the margins, both for the conditional mean and for the conditional variance. For this univariate setting we assume student-t errors, with the mean equations following autoregressive processes, and variance equations following TGARCH model (Glosten et al., 1993) which allows the conditional variance to respond differently to the past negative and positive innovations. Defining as the log-return of stock index i in r country at time t, the AR (1) -t-TGARCH(1,1) model can be written as :
Where denotes the indicator function, : degree of freedom of t-distribution. When estimating the TGARCH model with equity index returns, γ is typically found to be positive, so that the volatility increases proportionally more following negative than positive shocks. This asymmetry is sometimes referred to in the literature as a "leverage effect," although it is now widely agreed that it has little to do with actual financial leverage (Bollerslev, 2008) .
Copula Specifications and Dependence Measures
We employ various copula functions that are frequently applied in finance, offering different dependence structures. Trivially speaking, tail dependence expresses the probability of having a high (low) extreme value of Y given that a high (low) extreme value of X has occurred. The 
. Table 1 shows the function form of each copula and tail dependence. We perform a set of goodness-of-fit tests and use two 
DATA AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Data
The analysis of series pairs requires a highly detailed dataset spanning a long time period. 
Marginal Models
We first estimate the marginal models for each return series. We determined the extensions in both marginal models based on the model specification test results in Table 3 . For all return series, the estimated coefficients β are statistically significant, indicating that volatilities have high persistence. In other words, large (small) changes in the conditional variance are followed by other large (small) changes. The coefficients γ of stock returns in Shenzhen Exchange is positive and significant, indicating that the volatility of the stock market increases more after a negative shock compared to a positive shock. (6). The brackets report standard errors .This empirical study is based on the daily equity returns. The asterisks ***,** and * represents significance level at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
Results for Copula Parameter and Dependence Estimates
We estimate the copula models discussed in section 3 by applying the IFM estimation procedure. Table 4 reports the estimated copula with the value of log-likelihood (lnL) and the diagnostic statistics AIC and BIC are reported. The optimal dependence structure using these information criteria is time-varying SJC copula for both Shanghai and Shenzhen indices pairs, SJC
and Gaussian are the run-ups. In Figure 1 we plot the estimated conditional tail dependence from the constant and time-varying SJC copula models. As in the conditional correlations, we see substantial time variation in tail dependence in Shangai, the upper dependence ranging from 0.066 to 0.799, and the lower dependence ranging from 0.243 to 0.796. As in the conditional correlations, we see substantial time variation in tail dependence in Shenzhen, the upper dependence ranging from 0.090 to 0.861, and the lower dependence ranging from 0.038 to 0.936.
The time-varying dependences of SJC copula enable risk managers to measure the risk effectively and avoid underestimating the likelihood of a joint crash. The systematically higher dependence between real estate and stock markets by the left tails in China implies the higher downturn comovement of these two assets. Investors who would like to invest in the real estate and stock markets in China shall take this phenomenon into account. 
CONCLUSION
Dependence is quiet important in modern financial economics. We naturally try to understand dependence in modern economic life. There has been a recent flurry of research seeking to understand dependence in economic settings. We illustrate these ideas in simple empirical settings, implementing the relatively techniques from copulas. This paper examines whether the pairwise co-movement between real estate and equity markets in China can be correctly quantified by copulas. Copulas allow us to construct models that go beyond the standard ones at the level of dependence. When comparing the real estate indices and equity market indices in China, our results
show that series in both Shanghai Exchange and Shenzhen Exchange exhibit strong tail dependence with their respective equity indices. The optimal dependence structure using these information criteria is time-varying SJC copula for both Shanghai and Shenzhen indices pairs, SJC and Gaussian copula are the run-ups.
Our contribution provides the ability to estimate the diversification effects to international investors that are attributed to the real estate market in China. This has important implications for risk management and asset allocations during extreme events as the significant tail dependence implies higher than normal joint risk. Furthermore, the finding is also important for international asset pricing since the exposure to the joint tail risk should be compensated and thus should be included in pricing international assets.
